
Behind The Shot  9

An Honorable Approach to  
Pre-Birth Portraiture
Watch a video of this article at www.lenspiration.com/prebirthphotography

Pre-birth photography is a beautiful, 
yet delicate, subject to photograph. It 
is a tangible way of delighting in our 
Creator’s beautiful design for marriage 
and the fruit of the womb! 

Sadly, our current culture puts very 
little emphasis on life, children, and 
babies. Embracing such things is 
innately counter-cultural. Is not 
photographing the process of preg-
nancy, within the boundaries of 
biblical ethics, a way of delighting in 
our Father’s plan? Is it not a beautiful 
way to encourage the couple who has 

chosen to follow God’s plan for mar-
riage? For these reasons, I believe it 
is a wonderful thing to learn the skill 
of pre-birth portraiture.

As in all other situations, one of the 
first things to consider in photograph-
ing a pregnant mother is the impor-
tance of modesty. Not only in dress, 
but in the style of shooting as well. 

The belief system of the photographer 
contributes a lot to this. It’s the pri-
ority of the photographer to respect a 
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What’s New In 
SHOOT TO SERVE

View all Shoot to Serve opportunities at  
www.lenspiration.com/shoottoserve

Have you been enjoying the new photography assignments?! From the 

amount of activity on the two latest opportunities City on a Hill and 

Light of the World, it sure looks like it! Congratulations to PRO Member 

@abbysherlock whose picture Sharpening Character chose for their lat-

est VersePic. New opportunities are generally short-lived, posted each 

Sunday with a deadline of Thursday night. Check out the current oppor-

tunity at www.lenspiration.com/shoottoserve 

Removing Lens Flare with Photoshop
From the monthly Advanced Feature, www.lenspiration.com/advancedtopiclensflare

Lens flare is a problem common to any genre of 

photography.

While using a lens hood will help some of the time, 

it’s doesn’t work all the time. In situations where 

the sun is actually visible in the frame, lens flare 

will show up, and there’s nothing you can do about 

it in-camera.

So this is when we turn to image editing software! 

Lens flare affects images in different ways, so let me 

show you four different methods of removing it so 

you can choose which method works best for your 

desired outcome.

1. When lens flare can only be  
removed by hand

This is by far the most time-consuming method 

of removing lens fare, and is therefore the least 

recommended way to do it. However, sometimes 

it can’t be avoided so it’s good to know the tools 

necessary for accomplishing it.

By far the best program to do this hand work is 

Photoshop. On multiple layers, use the Clone 

Stamp Tool, Curves or Levels adjustments with 

masks, the Patch Tools, Spot Healing Brush Tools, 

Content-Aware Fill command, and even the Brush 

Tool with applied Layer Effects to remove lens flare.

The following videos from the 

Video Library will introduce 

you to these tools:

Thank you SOOO much 

for those tips [on how to orga-

nize my pictures;] that is ex-

actly what I’ve been searching 

for. That information is pretty 

valuable to me as a photogra-

pher starting out. It sounds like 

an excellent [file organization] 

system. Thanks!!

—Austin, on the free forum  
topic, File Organizing.

“

”

Continued on page 8

Photo by @frazer-family

http://www.lenspiration.com/shoottoserve
https://lenspiration.com/forums/topic/opportunity-versepic-city-on-a-hill/
https://lenspiration.com/forums/topic/opportunity-versepic-city-on-a-hill/
https://lenspiration.com/members/abbysherlock/
http://www.sharpeningcharacter.com/versepics
http://www.lenspiration.com/shoottoserve
http://www.lenspiration.com/advancedtopiclensflare
https://lenspiration.com/forums/topic/file-orginizing/
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Femininity vs. Feminism: Explained
By Kimberly from Modest on Purpose, www.modestonpurpose.blogspot.com

Today, I, Kimberly, want to get something out there 
that has been on my heart for almost a year now, but 
I never could think of a good angle to take with it. 
Let's just take this time to pour our hearts onto the 
table and be honest with each other, and with our-
selves . . . shall we?

How would you react if I said I was a 
“feminine anti-feminist”?

Yeah, you read that right. You 
may need to read it twice . . . 
feminine anti-feminist? What 
on earth? 

I can see your gears turning. 
But that’s who I am! Care to 
dig into the why with me?

Femininity: The quality of 
being female; womanliness.

God made me a woman. A female. 
Distinctly not man. God created mankind 
in two genders at the beginning of time, and those 
are the only two that exist today. I'm honored that 
God created me at all, and doubly honored that he 
made me female!

Story time . . . I know I've mentioned a few times 
that I haven't always been strictly a skirts and dress-
es girl. In fact, there was an entire season (a year or 
two) of my childhood when I really detested skirts. 
And dresses. And pink.

Obviously, God has worked on me since then. I now 
manage a modest fashion blog with a pink header. 
While it's true that it took a while for my heart to be 
completely turned towards the attire I now feel most 
comfortable/modest/feminine in, that entire process 
was jumpstarted in one shopping trip.

I remember the entire day very clearly. I was 11 years 
old and we lived in Missouri. My dad was off for 
the weekend. Belk's was having a big sale. We were 
going to check it out. I was wearing blue jeans and 
probably a t-shirt, but it was cold and there was still 
snow on the ground, so I wore one of my favorite 
jackets, a bright orange thing with rainbow sleeve 

cuffs and collar. Probably tennis shoes (or 
maybe Heelys; who remembers that 

fad?). My hair up in a ponytail, 
and a baseball cap, which is not 

unusual for me, even today. 
Maybe some silly bands. Yep. 
I was that kid.

My mom bought my Easter 
dress at Belk's that day. Long 

story short, the cashier, a 
nice older lady, possibly going 

blind, thought I was a boy. It 
changed my life. Probably for 

the better, but still. She called me a 
"young man" and didn't catch my mom's 

gentle correction, and proceeded to feel sorry for 
me, one boy with all those little sisters. My mom 
really turned red, and corrected a bit more clearly. 
The lady apologized to me. She said the baseball cap 
must have confused her.

I'm not bitter. In fact, wherever you are, thank you, 
ma'am! That one incident made me stop and think 
about what I was wearing. Not because looking like a 
boy makes me less of a girl, but because I am thank-
ful and honored to be the gender God chose for me, 
and I want to be distinctly set-apart both as His and 
as He made me!

I know I've said this before, too, but pants can totally 
be modest. They just can, okay? But that's only half 
of my mission, here.

Continued on page 5

http://www.modestonpurpose.blogspot.com
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GPS: 44.912849, -72.503984 
Rating: 4

Descri ption: The absolutely beautiful, 360 degree view from the top of the 
mountain (3,858 feet) is fairly easy to access. One of Vermont’s best views.

Accessibility: It's a short, reasonably easy hike (3.4 miles round-trip) taking  
the Long Trail from the VT Route 242. It may be even shorter starting from the 
Jay Peak ski resort, but I don't know if hiking is permitted on all ski paths  
(http://jaypeakresort.com/summer/hiking/). A convenient way of carrying gear 
on your back is strongly recommended. Also be sure to carry water.

Surroundings: The trail up (via Long Trail) is quiet, mossy, mainly wooded with 
little to no open views. Probably coming from the other side (Jay Peak resort) 
would offer more opportunities for photography, but the ski lift may be an im-
pediment and there are potentially more people. The top is stunning with a view in 
all directions. You can see the Adirondack, White, Green, and Sutton Mountains. 
Scrubby evergreens and lots of granite in the rock top provide interesting foreground 
subjects. I'm guessing that at times this hill may be crowded, but we were just 
about the only ones there at the end of the day.

Time of Day: We hiked up in the late afternoon and stayed until sunset. Being 
able to see in all directions makes shooting a sunset amazing since the colour 
often shifts around as the sun sinks and the clouds move. I would definitely rec-
ommend the golden hour/sunset/sunrise as the best.

Time of Year: Probably any time of year. Winter may be a bit difficult and also 
the most crowded as Jay Peak is a ski resort.

Pros: Gorgeous view!

Cons: Hiking up takes time and you have to carry all your gear. Hiking down in 
the dark isn't bad, but requires flashlights.

Restrictions: None of which I know. Parking is free at the pull-off on Route 242. 
Coming up from the ski resort you may run into some restrictions or parking fees.

Other Notes: http://www.outdoors.org/articles/amc-outdoors/short-and-sweet/ 
http://jaypeakresort.com/summer/hiking/

Scouted By: Frazer Family

Learn. Grow. Share. Photography | www.lenspiration.com

EXPLORE: Jay Peak, Vermont
View this pin on the Scouting Guide at www.lenspiration.com/map
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Continued from page 3

Continued on page 6

Covered and modest, yes, but also distinctly 
feminine, as God created me to be!

And the world-wide symbol for female restrooms is 
not a girl in a dress just by coincidence.

If you're on the fence about this issue, please stop 
worrying about convenience or others' judgments. 
When you have a conviction on your heart to honor 
God even more, in another area of your life, He will 
give you immeasurable grace to handle the few ob-
stacles that might be in your way.

Feminism: The advocacy of women's rights 
on the grounds of political, social, and eco-
nomic equality to men.

I am not a feminist. I think most people view the 
whole "feminist" thing as Mrs. Banks parading 

around with “Votes for Women” signs. 
Or is that just me?

"The advocacy of women's 
. . . equality to men."

That's where they lose 
me. Because, while 
I don't advocate the 
"doormat philoso-
phy", where women 
get stomped around 

on and traded like 
livestock, I don't sup-

port the idea of “equal-
ness”, or especially supe-

riority, either. But who cares 
what I think? What does God say?

Why did God make women?

And the Lord God said, “It is not good that the man 
should be alone; I will make him an help meet for 
him” (Genesis 2:18).

In this verse, 
we see why 
God made 
women: 
only for 
the cause of 
helping and 
being a com-
panion to man! 
Not for bossing him 
around, advising him on 
his next career move, or nos-
ing around in his bank account. Helping. Because it 
wasn't good that he should be alone.

  And the rib, which the LORD God had taken from 
man, made he a woman, and brought her unto 
the man. And Adam said, “This is now bone of my 
bones, and flesh of my flesh: she shall be called 
Woman”, because she was taken out of Man (Gene-
sis 2:22-23).

Women were made from man. And she was made 
from his rib. We all know where those are located, 
right? She wasn't made from the soles of his feet, 
that he should always be above her, nor was she 
made from his temple, that she should be a head 
over him, but she was made from his rib, that she 
might walk along side him. (Notice how that's dif-
ferent than running ahead of him in educational and 
career pursuits, and also quite different compared to 
trudging along behind him as a slave.)

 Genesis 2, then, tells us quite clearly the entire pur-
pose God made our gender! To be a help and com-
panion, as we walk by his side.

That wasn't too bad, was it?

While the ideas of modesty and such are sometimes 
more difficult to discern within the Word of God, this 
issue of feminism is black and white.
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CRITIQUE HIGHLIGHTS: 
Land of Sub-Zero
Watch a video of the full critique online at  
www.lenspiration.com/critiquesubzero

 � The hills work very nicely as leading lines!

 � Frame the shot around what initially attracted your eye to the scene, eg. the blue hills in the center of the frame

 � Foreground elements can be a distraction if they are not shapely or add to the scene

 � When photographing fresh snow, elements that appear scraggly or snow that has been disturbed doesn’t 
harmonize well with the mood of the scene and so are best left out

 � I probably would have positioned myself in a spot where the trees in the center would not be covering 
the blue mountains

 � In editing, I would pull out texture in the sky, cool the image down a bit, add a bit of a vignette 

Learn. Grow. Share. Photography | www.lenspiration.comPAGE 6

Continued from page 5

How Well Do You  
Know Your Camera?
Get 50% off the Foundations Course using the special PRO 
discount code at www.lenspiration.com/prodiscount

What was once called the “Basic DSLR Photogra-
phy Course” is getting a facelift! While the course 
is still a great place to start for beginners, the 
feedback I have received about the course has 
convinced me that Foundations of Photography is 
actually a much better name for it. Check out the 
name change online at www.lenspiration.com/
foundationscourse Looking forward to updating 
the course more and more as the year progresses! 
Normally $249, you can use your special PRO  
coupon code to knock 50% the tuition.

We are not made to be the head of man. It is not our 
God-given position. And when we step outside of the 
boundaries God has put in place for us, we lose the 
protection He provides freely for those within the 
boundaries. And you don't know that there's a cliff 
on the other side of that fence until you're already 
careening over the edge towards the tragic conse-
quence at the bottom. Stay safe. Stay within the 
fence. Follow the black and white principles God has 
set up to govern this mortal world with.

Food for thought.

Are you a feminist? Or are you feminine? If you 
made it all the way to the end of this article, not only 
should you know which you are, but you should also 
come over to my blog and leave a comment! My 
readers are my favorite people. 

Learn more about Kimberly and her 
passion for Jesus, people, style . . . 
and beautiful sunsets at  
modestonpurpose.blogspot.com

http://www.lenspiration.com/critiquesubzero
www.lenspiration.com
http://lenspiration.com/foundationscourse
http://www.lenspiration.com/prodiscount
http://lenspiration.com/foundationscourse
http://www.lenspiration.com/foundationscourse
http://www.lenspiration.com/foundationscourse
http://modestonpurpose.blogspot.com/2016/08/femininity-vs-feminism-explained.html
http://www.modestonpurpose.blogspot.com
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couple’s relationship and safeguard what God has 

designed to stay within the realm of marriage. As 

much as it’s possible to photograph an appropriately 

dressed individual in an innapropriate way, so it is 

possible to photograph an innapropriately dressed 

individual in an appropriate way. It’s the choice of 

the photographer. As stated before, it has everything 

to do with the belief system of the photographer.

So, how do we conduct a pre-birth portrait photoshoot 

in a wholesome way? Here are a few suggestions:

• Seek to exalt God’s design for marriage by 

letting your photos showcase the couple and/or 

the family. Include the couple’s hands and rings, 

again stressing the couple’s relationship.

• Make sure to capture the joy on the family’s fac-
es! Of course, you want to get the “bump” in the 
photo, but using the family member’s faces as 
a focus point can help shift the emphasis away 
from the shape of the human body.

• Use props, such as ultrasound photos or even 
a chalkboard with the due date or Scripture 
written on it. Having the older siblings lay their 
hands on Mom’s stomach, as if feeling the ba-
by’s movements, may help to capture the excite-
ment of the moment.

• In a situation that the couple only wants “bump” 
photos, keep the focus on the “bump” and not 
on other parts of Mom’s body.

• When situating Mom, avoid physical actions, 
positions, or movements that are immodest or 
not characteristic of ladylike behavior in pub-
lic. Just because a woman is pregnant doesn’t 
change the rules of modest refinement.

These are just a few tips, but I hope they will help 
you in your 
next pe-birth 
portrait photo 
session! Strive, 
as in all other 
photography 
opportunities, 
to glorify the 
Lord with your 
photos, seeking 
to keep your fo-
cus on the Bible 
and what God 
has in mind for 
modesty and 
marriage! 

To learn more about modesty in photography, watch: 
www.lenspiration.com/prebirthphotography

Continued from page 1

TREND WATCH
The Inside scoop in stock photography

The following topics are what buyers are  

currently looking for:

• Exotic plants (at home, abroad, or at 

botanical gardens)

• Flowers of vibrant color

• Unusual flora

http://www.lenspiration.com/prebirthphotography
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• Detailed Process For Editing A Photo Ruined 
By Lens Flare (30min, starting at about minute 
28:50)

• How To Use Photoshop To Make A Picture Look 
More Cozy (15min)

2. When lens flare has well  
defined edges

By using layers, blending modes and the Apply Im-

age command in Photoshop, you can deal with lens 

flare quite professionally without taking nearly as 

much time as you would spend doing it all by hand 

with the tools mentioned earlier. This is the concept:

1. Brush the pigment color out of the lens flare

2. Blend the natural color in

3. Clone out the edges of the lens flare

This video by Floating Lights Photography explains 

this method well:

•  How To Remove Lens Flare 

From Anything (8:55)

3. When lens flare shows up as a haze 
of color over an area of detail

This is very common and easy enough to fix using 
what is called Frequency Separation. This is basical-
ly a fancy way of saying that you will edit color and 
texture in a picture separately from each other. Or, 
in some cases, edit color and lightness/darkness sep-
arately from each other. This is the typical workflow:

1. Use Selective color to remove the color problem

2. Use cloning to remove any texture problem 
(Dodge and burn using adjustment layers 
to even out the lightness/darkness problem 
when necessary)

3. Hand paint with Blending Modes to blend the 

edited area into surroundings

It takes time getting used to, but once you have seen 
it done once or twice, it will all start to make sense. 
Each of these videos show how using the Frequency 
Separation method can effectively remove lens flare 
in various situations:

• Quick: How To Remove Lens Flare (4:32)

• A more difficult scenario: How To Remove Lens 
Flare With Photoshop (8:55)

•  When more cloning is nec-
essary: Post-Processing Tip 
(12:17)

4. When you’re shooting from a tripod

If you’re shooting from a tripod, you can use the 
“Thumbs Down Technique” in-camera to make 
post-processing at home in Photoshop much easier. 
The idea is:

1. Take two shots of the same scene, one just 
normal with the regular lens flare and one 
with your hand in the frame blocking the sun

2. Tweak both shots so exposure and color match

3. Merge both photos in Photoshop

The necessity of a tripod for this method makes 
it less possible to use in many situations, but it’s 
definitely a  good method to be familiar with. Steve 

Perry explains it very well in this 
video:

Getting Rid of Lens Flare (9:44)

And if you want to go a step further, here’s a great tu-
torial by Jimmy MacIntyre, Luminosity Mask Work-
flow + How To Remove Lens Flare In Photoshop. 
Who doesn’t love Jimmy MacIntyre tutorials?! 

Watch the videos that explaine each of these methods 
at lenspiration.com/advancedtopiclensflare

Continued from page 2

https://lenspiration.com/video/editinglensflare/
https://lenspiration.com/video/editinglensflare/
https://lenspiration.com/video/how-to-use-photoshop-to-make-a-picture-look-more-cozy/
https://lenspiration.com/video/how-to-use-photoshop-to-make-a-picture-look-more-cozy/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlYIVf0sPB0#t=412.33812
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlYIVf0sPB0#t=412.33812
https://youtu.be/zQNkKiLDD88?t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlYIVf0sPB0#t=412.33812
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlYIVf0sPB0#t=412.33812
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wf211OKtI-c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wf211OKtI-c
https://youtu.be/J9DggKGiLb8?t=28s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TSF2k1r-7w0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TSF2k1r-7w0
http://www.lenspiration.com/advancedtopiclensflare
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Behind The Shot:  
Abbaye St-Benoit- 
Du-Lac, Quebec
By James Staddon

At first glance, this shot doesn’t look like it has much 
potential, does it?

And if it was taken in JPG, I probably would never 
have even tried to redeem it. However, the perspec-
tive and composition beckoned me, and I figured 
the main mistake I had made in-camera was with 
the White Balance. So, since I always shoot in RAW, 
I knew the WB wouldn’t be a problem in post pro-
cessing. Could I really transform this shot into one of 
those cozy, “Kinkadesque” masterpieces? That’s how 
I remember feeling when shooting the abbey, out on 

that bitter cold Canadian 
midwinter morning, so 
why not give it a try?

I soon found out that White Balance wasn’t my only 
problem. In fact, it was the least of my troubles. The 
bright, pre-dawn sky on the left side of the image was 
attracting way too much attention. Even before sun-
rise, there is still great dynamic range facing east and 
I was in too much of a hurry to make sure my sky 
wasn’t blown out. If it was blown out, there wouldn’t 
be much I could do with this shot. So you can imag-
ine my relief when, looking at the histogram, I dis-
covered that the sky indeed did have enough detail to 
work with! So I got to work on it.

I spent probably an hour tweaking things, re-tweak-
ing things, trying different adjustments, and 
re-tweaking some more until I finally came out with 
something I liked. I don’t usually use practically ev-
ery panel in Lightroom when I’m tweaking pictures, 
but for this shot, I’m glad for the options that Light-
room does provide!

Here’s a quick rundown of the different adjustments 
I made and why I made them.

Transform Panel

I started with the Transform Panel first because I 
couldn’t stand working on a picture that looked so 
skewed. I used the focal length I did because there 
was no other way to frame the shot without getting 
all sorts of distractions in the foreground. The various 

Continued on page 10
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default Upright options didn’t do the trick, so I just 
played around with the manual sliders until I felt like 
the bell tower was decently straight.

Basic Panel

 It didn’t take me long to realize that the Basic Panel 
wasn’t going to be enough for what I wanted to do 
with this shot. There was just too great a dynamic 
range. I wanted to make the sky darker to draw at-
tention to the doorway instead. But 
see the Highlights slider? It’s pulled 

all the way to the left. This means I can’t make the 
sky any darker. The only way to make the sky darker 
was to decrease the Exposure. But if I decreased Ex-
posure, it would make the building darker too which 
I really didn’t want to do. I could decrease Exposure 
(thus making the sky look nice) and then use the 
Shadows slider to brighten up the building, but that 

looked really fake. Too HDR-like. I knew I had to 
look to the other panels.

Tone Curve, HSL, Detail, Lens  
Corrections and Effects Panels

Since the building was already so dark, 
the most difficult challenge was to some-
how tone the bright sky down in a way 
that appeared real and beautiful. I could 
have made selections in Photoshop at this 
point, but I chose to be less intrusive and 
do it with a combination of different panels 
in Lightroom. (The following corresponds 
with the illustration on next page)

A: I don’t use the Tone Curve Panel all 
that much because it can do some weird 
things if you aren't careful. The reason why 

is because it will let you do anything to an image 
in terms of lightness, darkness and contrast. All 
I wanted to do here was darken the sky, so I de-
creased Highlights and Lights as much as I could. 
Pulling them any further created unnatural effects.

B: Next, since the sky was mostly blue, I 
figured I could use Luminance to darken the 
sky. As you can see, I did a bit, but again, it 
started looking too fake pulling the Blues 
too dark. I also playing around with Satu-
ration and Hue at some point in the editing 
process, and of course increased Sharpening 
and checked to Remove Chromatic Aberra-
tion and Enable Profile Corrections. These 
are adjustments I make on pretty much all 
of my pictures.

C: Adding a vignette would also help to 
darken the sky, but I really only use vignette as a 
final touch at the end of a project. Otherwise, it can 
become way too noticeable.

Not any one of these changes were dramatic, but 
working together they all played a small part in 

Continued from page 9

Continued on page 11
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getting this image closer to looking like I wanted it 
to look. But it still needed a lot of work. And this is 
where local adjustments come into play.

Local adjustment tools

I put a lot of local adjustments on this image. I added 

them all haphazardly, not in any particular sequence. 

I would add a local adjustment here, tweak a Basic 

slider there, add another local adjustment someplace 

else, then tweak the blue Luminance again . . . and 

on and on like that for the entire picture. First, here 

are the Radial Filters that I ended up adding.

You will notice that there are 7 different bullets scat-

tered across the image. One was for creating a cus-

tom vignette only over the left side of the image, an-

other was for darkening specific areas of the picture 

(like the bright portion 

of the sky), another one 

was for warming up 

small areas of the pic-

ture (like the doorway 

and lighted windows in 

the bell tower), etc. The 

fact that this tool cre-

ates radials makes it a 

great tool for tweaking 

large areas or making 

adjustments in the sky. 

Everything I am doing 

here is trying to get 

the viewers eye to go 

directly to the entryway 

first.

I did the same thing with the Adjustment Brush. The 
brush allows me to paint custom areas, so I’m not 
constrained to circles and ovals. In this example, I 
made an adjustment over the bell tower because it 

Continued from page 10

Continued on page 12
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The Next Step 
in PRO!

PRO is photography training 
tailored for you. The material is 

based on the pictures you submit 
for critique and the questions you 
ask on the PRO Forums. Even the 
simplest of questions can lead to 

the greatest of discussions!

Submit a photo

Submit a topic

lenspiration.com/submit

lenspiration.com/proqanda

Where I’m Learning & Growing
I hope these articles and tutorials are as helpful for you as they were for me 
during my regular, recent research on the web:

Cold Weather Photography Tips, outdoorphotographer.com 
— Winter offers a whole set of new opportunities! Ice, snow, 
bare trees, cloudy skies, lots of grays and browns. . . . Here 
are a few cold-weather tips on how to shoot despite the cold!

Tips for Airline Travel with Photography Equipment,  
outdoorphotographyguide.com — Here are some great tips 
from an experienced photographer on what to do or not to do 
when traveling by air with your gear.

How to Become a Photographer, blog.creativelive.com — 
Great article! Great tips. Fun and full of one-liners. Everyone 
should read this, even if they already think they're pro!

1

2

3

looked too cool in temperature in comparison to the rest of 
the building.

I was super happy with the shot at this point. The far right 
corner looked too dark, though, so I created one lone Gradi-
ent Filter adjustment to keep it from drawing attention.

To wrap things up, I cleaned things up with the Spot Removal 
Tool. And that’s all that was needed to complete my master-
piece, the portrait of Abbaye St-Benoit-Du-Lac! 

View this article online at www.lenspiration.com/btsabbey
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